EVENT-EXPERT
Application Focus

EVENIUM ONSITE
Evenium OnSite is revolutionizing the reception of guests at events.
In complete contrast with current methods employed, this application allows
guest arrivals to be treated 3 times faster, gaining an estimated 80% of time
spent on arrivals. The host is warned in real-time of their guest's arrival as
information is updated instantaneously; the organisor anticipates the
occupancy rate, adapts according to demand and is left with more time to
spend on his event.

Some data...
A hostess handles 3 times more guests
than with a printed guest list.
Average handling time per guest:
with e-badge : 9 to 13 sec.
without e-badge : 12 to 25 sec.
Up to 300 arrivals with badges to be printed, per welcome desk, per hour.
No more than 3 people in line/desk, even at peak times (1 to 2 minutes
maximum waiting time)

Functions
Guest search:
With the cross-search function (by name, company, host...), the guest list is filtered and results are instantaneously displayed.
Real-time management of guest arrivals:
Presences recorded in a single click and comments added are immediately visible, online.
Last-minute alterations and registrations:
Even if a guest has registered online 5 minutes piori to arrival, he will be registered at the welcome desk and given access to the site.
Management of e-badges
The code or barcode that guests receive via their confirmation email is used to register the guest at the event, print out the badge or
personal schedule in a couple of seconds.
Increased responsiveness and flexibility for organisers onsite
Data collected by hostesses are automatically synchronised: the organiser has real-time access to guest statuses and taking into
account this information, may alter table seating plans, manage the occupancy rate of a conference room accordingly...
Personalised notifications
The host is automatically warned of the arrival of the guest they have a meeting with, or a VIP guest, via sms or email.

How does it work ?
Set up in a minute, on any laptop

Undeniable advantages
for all of the actors during the event
Guest's Side

Requires no prior training to use as it is
ergonomic and perfectly intuitive.

> a personalized reception, more fluid and professional

Works with or without an internet
connection:

> guest lists continuously updated, including last-minute alterations
> more time spent networking and on the event itself

Without a connection, the application
registers guests and comments locally. As
soon as a connection is re-established, all
the data is synchronised and available
online.

Inviting Parties' Side

www.evenium.com

Organizor's Side

> immediately notified of arrivals via sms, they are closer to their guests
Host and Hostesses Side
> gaining 80% in time, the reception becomes more human and convivial
> crossed-searches solve the trickiest of registration, in a few seonds

